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Abstract
TA

CSL is a stochastic temporal logic for continuous-time Markov chains (CTMC) where formulas
similarly to those of CTL˚ are inductively defined by nesting of timed path formulas and state
formulas. In particular a timed path formula of CSLTA is specified by a single-clock Deterministic
Timed Automaton (DTA). Such a DTA features two kinds of transitions: synchronizing transitions
triggered by CTMC transitions and autonomous transitions triggered by time elapsing that change
the location of the DTA when the clock reaches a given threshold. It has already been shown that
CSLTA strictly includes stochastic logics like CSL and asCSL. An interesting variant of CSLTA consists
in equipping transitions rather than locations by boolean formulas. Here we answer the following
question: do autonomous transitions and/or boolean guards on transitions enhance expressiveness
and/or conciseness of DTAs? We show that this is indeed the case. In establishing our main
results we also identify an accurate syntactical characterization of DTAs for which the autonomous
transitions do not add expressive power but lead to exponentially more concise DTAs.
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1

Introduction

Stochastic logics like CSL [5] allow to express assertions about the probability of timed
executions of Continuous Time Markov Chains (CTMC). In CSL model executions (typically
called “paths”) are specified by two operators: timed neXt and timed Until. CSL has been
extended in several ways that include action names (name of the events in the paths) and
path properties specified using regular expressions leading to asCSL [6], or rewards, leading
to CSRL [7]. Note that asCSL can specify rather complex path behaviour, expressed by
regular expressions, but the timing requirements cannot be mixed within these expressions.
GCSRL [12] is an extension of CSRL for model checking of CTMC generated by Generalized
Stochastic Petri nets (GSPN) [1] taking into account both stochastic and immediate events.
Automata with time constraints have been used to specify path-based performance
indices [15] for Stochastic Activity Networks [13], while hybrid automata have been used to
define rather complex forms of passage time [3] for GSPN, as well as generic performance
properties [9] that are estimated using simulation. The use of a Deterministic Timed
Automaton (DTA) in the stochastic logic CSLTA [11] allows to specify paths in terms of state
propositions and action names associated to CTMC states and transitions (respectively)
and in terms of the timed behaviour of portions of the paths. The CTMC actions are the
input symbols for the DTA, and two types of transitions are distinguished: synchronizing
transitions that read the input symbols of the CTMC, and autonomous transitions, that are
taken by the DTA when the clock reaches some threshold. Autonomous transitions have
priority over synchronizing ones. The determinism requirement is introduced so that the
synchronized product of the DTA and the CTMC is still a stochastic process as all sources
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of non-determinism are eliminated. Furthermore the single clock restriction implies that this
stochastic process is a Markov Regenerative Process whose performance indice related to the
satisfaction of the formula can be efficiently computed [2, 4]. It has been shown [11] that
CSLTA strictly includes stochastic logics like CSL and asCSL. Various extensions of CSLTA
have been presented in the literature. DTA with multiple clocks has been introduced [10].
In that paper a different definition of DTA is used: the state labels of the CTMC act as
input symbols of the DTA and autonomous transitions are not considered. The work in
[14] addresses the model checking of single-clock CSLTA in the context of infinite state
Markov chains. The definition of DTA differs from the ones in [11] and in [10]. Autonomous
transitions and actions are not considered and each DTA transition has an associated pair
of boolean guards (pre and post). The transition can then be taken only when the CTMC
moves from a state that satisfies pre to a state that satisfies post.
Our contributions. This paper addresses two research questions aimed at investigating
whether there are substantial differences in the various definitions of CSLTA . The first one is
whether the presence of autonomous transitions enhances the conciseness and expressiveness
of DTAs both in terms of timed languages (qualitative comparison) and in terms of probability
of accepting the random path of a CTMC (quantitative comparison). We establish that
autonomous transitions with reset do enhance expressiveness, and provide an hierarchy of
subclasses of DTA that do not extend expressiveness. We show that w.r.t. conciseness some
subclasses are equivalent, while eliminating autonomous transitions from the larger subclass
leads to an exponential increase in DTA size. The increase of expressive power has been proved
in the less discriminating situation of quantitative comparison (it is indeed possible that two
DTAs with different timed languages have the same probability of accepted paths for all
Markov chains). This result uses Laplace transforms (often applied to simplify computations)
which, to our knowledge, have never been considered for proofs of expressiveness.
The second question is whether the use of boolean guards may change the above set
of results. We show that, whatever the considered subclass, DTA with boolean guards
are exponentially more concise than DTA with location formulas. Then we prove that all
expressiveness results are preserved but one of the transformation with exponential blow-up
can now be performed with a polynomial blow-up. This last point requires the use of decision
diagrams to represent formulas in the transformed DTA.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the necessary background and
the required definitions. Section 3 answers the first research question and Section 4 the
second one. Section 5 summarizes the results and outlines practical implications and possible
investigations. All proofs not in the text are collected in the appendix.

2

Context and definitions

Although our motivations rely on the acceptance of paths of CTMCs featuring atomic
propositions that label states and actions that label transitions, we set our work in the
general context of acceptance of timed paths, where the i ` 1-th state of a timed path is
identified by vi (we count indices from 0), the boolean evaluation of the atomic propositions
in that state. δi indicates a delay, or a sojourn time in state i, and τi to indicate the time
elapsed until exiting state i. A timed path leaves state vi with action ai after a sojourn time
in the state equal to δi . The elapsed time can be computed as: τi “ δi ` τi´1 , with τ´1 “ 0.
§ Definition 1 (Timed Path). Given a set AP of atomic propositions and a set Act of
a0
a1
ai
actions, a timed (infinite) path is a sequence pv0 , δ0 q ÝÑ
pv1 , δ1 q ÝÑ
¨ ¨ ¨ pvi , δi q ÝÑ
¨ ¨ ¨ such
that for all i P N : vi P tJ, KuAP , ai P Act, δi P Rě0 .
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§ Example 2 (Timed path). In writing timed paths we indicate functions vi as the set of
elements in AP that evaluate to J. Given AP “ tp, qu and Act “ ta, b, cu a timed path
a
b
ptp, qu, 0.5q Ý
Ñ ptqu, 1.3q Ñ
Ý ¨ ¨ ¨ , is interpreted as the system staying in a state that satisfies
p ^ q in the time interval r0, 0.5r, at time 0.5 action a takes place and the system moves to a
state that satisfies p ^ q, stays there for 1.3 time units and then action b takes place (at
the global time τ “ 1.8).
DTA definition includes a clock x and two types of constraints: boundary ones, BoundC
= tx “ α, α P Nu and inner ones, InC = tα ’ x ’1 βu, with ’, ’1 P tă, ď, u, α P N, and
β P N Y t8u. In the sequel, C is the largest time constant occurring in a DTA.
Before formally defining the syntax and semantic of a DTA (definitions 3, 5 and 7), let
us introduce its main ingredients. During the execution of a stochastic discrete event system
(e.g. a Markov chain) that can be represented by a timed path, the current location, say `, is
matched with the current state of the system, say pvi , δi q. The mapping Λ restricts the possible
matchings since the valuation vi must satisfy the formula Λp`q. This matching evolves in
ai
three ways depending on the delay δi , elapsed until the next transition pvi , δi q ÝÑ
pvi`1 , δi`1 q
of the system.
Either after some delay δ ď δi , there is an outgoing autonomous transition from ` whose
boundary condition (say x “ α) is satisfied and such that vi fulfills Λp`1 q where `1 is the
target location of the transition. Then after delay δ, `1 is matched with s and delay δi is
decreased by δ.
Else if there is a synchronizing transition outgoing from ` such that (1) after time δi has
elapsed its inner condition (say α ’ x ’1 β) is satisfied, (2) the action a belongs to the
subset of actions associated with the synchronizing transition, and (3) vi`1 satisfies Λp`1 q
where `1 is the target location of the transition Then after delay δi , `1 is matched with s1 .
Otherwise there is no possible matching and the timed path is rejected by the DTA.
When a transition of the DTA is fired, clock x may keep its current value or may be reset. In
the first two cases above, when `1 “ `f , the final location, the timed path is accepted by the
DTA whatever its future. This is ensured due to Λp`f q “ J and the existence of the unique
(looping) synchronizing transition from `f with no timing and action conditions. Observe
that the synchronization must last forever without visiting `f : in this case the timed path is
rejected.
Furthermore the synchronization of the stochastic system with the DTA should not
introduce non determinism. So (1) the formulas associated with the initial locations are
mutually exclusive, (2) synchronizing transitions outgoing from the same location are never
simultaneously enabled, (3) autonomous transitions outgoing from the same location are never
simultaneously enabled, and (4) autonomous transitions have priority over synchronizing
transitions.
§ Definition 3 (DTA). A single-clock Deterministic Timed Automaton with autonomous
transitions is defined by a tuple A “ xL, Λ, L0 , `f , AP, Synch, Auty where L is a finite set
of locations, L0 Ď L is the set of initial locations, `f P L is the final location, Λ : L Ñ BAP
is a function that assigns to each location
a boolean expression over the set of propositions
(
Act
AP, Synch Ď L ˆ InC ˆ(2 ˆ H, Ó ˆL is the set of synchronizing transitions, and Aut Ď
L ˆ BoundC ˆ 7ˆ H, Ó ˆL is the set of autonomous transitions, with E “ Synch Y Aut.
γ,B,r

` ÝÝÝÑ `1 denotes the transition p`, γ, B, r, `1 q.
Furthermore A fulfills the following conditions.
Initial determinism. @`, `1 P L0 , Λplq ^ Λpl1 q ô K.
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Determinism on action. @B, B 1 Ď Act s.t. B X B 1 ‰ H, @`, `1 , `2 P L,
γ 1 ,B 1 ,r 1

γ,B,r

if ` ÝÝÝÑ `1 and ` ÝÝÝÝÝÑ `2 then Λp`1 q ^ Λp`2 q ô K or γ ^ γ 1 ô K.
Determinism on autonomous transitions. @`, `1 , `2 P L,
x“α1 ,7,r 1

x“α,7,r

if ` ÝÝÝÝÝÑ `1 and ` ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ `2 then Λp`1 q ^ Λp`2 q ô K or α ‰ α1 .
Conditions on `f . Λp`f q “ J and p`f , J, Act, H, `f q P Synch.
Given a clock constraint γ and a clock valuation x̄, x̄ |ù γ denotes the satisfaction of γ by x̄.
Similarly given a boolean formula ϕ and a valuation of atomic propositions v, v |ù ϕ denotes
the satisfaction of ϕ by v.
`1

p

α

b
1Ó
`3
xď3
p^q

x ď 1; aÓ
`0
p

c

`1

`0

`f
p

α

p^ q

`2
xďβ

1

`f

xďβ
d

`2

p

q

2

Figure 1 Two examples of DTA.

§ Example 4 (DTA examples). Figure 1, left, shows a DTA with five locations: `0 , `1 , `2 , `3
and `f . There is a single initial location, `0 . Autonomous transitions are depicted as dotted
arcs, while synchronizing are depicted as solid arcs. For readability and conciseness we omit
in the drawings: 1) the symbol 7 on autonomous transitions; 2) the set r when there is no
reset; 3) Act if a transition accepts all actions; 4) trivially true guards (like x ě 0) and
boolean conditions ; 5) the name x of the clock in x “ α guards. As a result an autonomous
α,Ó

α

Ź l1 , as between `1 and `0 , or as l
Ź l1 , as between
transition is depicted as either l
`0 and `2 . We informally write “a transition with reset” or “a transition without reset” to
indicate the condition r “Ó and r “ H respectively. The arc from `0 to `1 represents a
synchronizing transition with a clock reset. The arc from `0 to `2 represents an autonomous
transition to be taken when the clock is equal to 1, with no clock reset. Boolean expression
of locations are: p, associated with `0 , `1 , `2 and p p ^ qq, associated with `3 .
Let us describe a possible run of this DTA. At time 0.5, it goes from `0 to `1 by performing
action a and resets x. Then at time 1.5, it autonomously comes back to location `0 and clock
x is again reset. Then it autonomously goes to `2 at time 2.5 and later to `f at time 3.5.
While irrelevant, x has current value 2.
Figure 1 also shows, on the right, the DTA for the CSL timed-bounded Until pU rα,βs q.

Readers familiar with the definition of DTAs in [11] may have recognized that the above
definition has been slightly changed. Apart from some syntactical changes, the only difference
is that we allow cycles made only of autonomous transitions. This restriction was imposed in
[11] to ease the model-checking procedure implementation.
§ Definition 5 (Run of A).
γ ,B ,r

γ ,B ,r

i
i
0
0
A run of a DTA A is a sequence: p`0 , v0 , x̄0 , δ0 q ÝÝ
ÝÝ0ÝÑ
p`1 , v1 , x̄1 , δ1 q ¨ ¨ ¨ p`i , vi , x̄i , δi q ÝÝ
ÝÝiÝÑ

S. Donatelli and S. Haddad
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¨ ¨ ¨ such that for all i P N: `i P L, `0 P L0 , vi P tJ, KuAP , δi P #
Rě0 ,
0
if r “Ó
γi ,Bi ,ri
`i ÝÝ
ÝÝÝÑ `i`1 P E , vi |ù Λp`i q , x̄i ` δi |ù γi , x̄i`1 “
x̄i ` δi otherwise
To enforce priority of autonomous transitions,
x“α,7,r
let x̄7 “ mintα | D`i ÝÝÝÝÝÑ ` P E ^ x̄i ď α ^ vi |ù Λp`qu (minpHq “ 8)
If Bi “ 7 then x̄i ` δi “ x̄7 and vi`1 “ vi else x̄i ` δi ă x̄7 .
§ Example 6 (DTA run). In the run we, again, describe v in terms of the subset of AP that
evaluate to J. For the left DTA of Figure 1 the following is a possible run:
xď1,tau,Ó

xě0,tbu,H

p`0 , tpu, x̄0 “ 0.0, δ0 “ 0.2q ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ p`1 , tp, qu, 0.0, 0.7q ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ p`f , tqu, 0.7, 1.0q
xě0,Act,H

xě0,Act,H

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ p`f , tpu, 1.7, 3.3q ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ p`f , tpu, 5.0, 2.2q ¨ ¨ ¨
xď1,tau,Ó

Another possible run is: p`0 , p, 0.0, 0.2q ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ p`1 , tp, qu, 0.0, 1.0q
x“1,7,Ó

xě0,tcu,H

x“1,7,H

ÝÝÝÝÝÑ p`0 , tp, qu, 0.0, 1.0q ÝÝÝÝÝÑ p`2 , tp, qu, 1.0, 0.0q ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ p`0 , tp, qu, 1.0, 0.0q ¨ ¨ ¨
A timed path σ is recognized by a run ρ of A such that the occurrences of the actions in
σ are matched by the synchronizing transitions in ρ. This requires to define a mapping to
“couple” the points in the paths in which synchronizing transitions take place. This can be
done by identifying a strictly increasing mapping for the indices of the timed path σ to the
subset of the indices of the run ρ that correspond to a synchronizing transition.
a

a

0
1
§ Definition 7 (Path recognized by A and LpAq ). Let σ “ pv0 , δ0 q ÝÑ
pv1 , δ1 q ÝÑ

γ ,B ,r

a

γ ,B ,r

0
0
i
i
i
ÝÝ0ÝÑ
¨ ¨ ¨ p`i , vi1 , x̄i , δi1 q ÝÝ
ÝÝiÝÑ
¨ ¨ ¨ pvi , δi q ÝÑ
¨ ¨ ¨ be a timed path and ρ “ p`0 , v01 , x̄0 , δ01 q ÝÝ
¨ ¨ ¨ be a run of a DTA A. Then σ is recognized by ρ if there is a strictly increasing mapping
κ : N Ñ N (extended to κp´1q “ ´1q, such that for all i P N
ř
ai P Bκpiq and δi “ κpi´1qăhďκpiq δh1
@h, κpi ´ 1q ă h ď κpiq ñ vh1 “ vi and h R κpNq ñ Bh “ 7
A timed path σ is accepted by A if σ is recognized by a run ρ and ρ visits `f .
The language LpAq of A is the set of the timed paths σ accepted by A.

Note that, due to determinism, if such a run exists, it is unique.
a

§ Example 8 (Timed path recognized by a DTA run). A timed path σ “ pp, 0.2q Ý
Ñ
b
c
ptp, qu, 0.7q Ñ
Ý pq, 1.0q Ñ
Ý ¨ ¨ ¨ is recognized in the DTA on the left of Figure 1 by the first run
of Example 6, with a one-to-one mapping κ. Since `f is visited by this run, σ P LpAq.
a

b

c

A timed path σ “ 0:ptp, qu, 0.5q Ý
Ñ 1:pp, 0.6q Ñ
Ý 2:ptp, qu, 4.0q Ñ
Ý 3 : pp, δq ¨ ¨ ¨ is recognized
by the DTA on the right of Figure 1, assuming α “ 2 and β “ 5, through the run
x“2,7,H
Act
Act
ρ “ 0:p`0 , tp, qu, x̄0 “ 0.0, δ0 “ 0.5q ÝÝÑ 1:p`0 , p, 0.5, 0.6q ÝÝÑ 2:p`0 , tp, qu, 1.1, 0.9q ÝÝÝÝÝÑ 3:
Act
p`2 , tp, qu, 2.0, 3.1q ÝÝÑ 4:p`f , p, 5.1, δq ¨ ¨ ¨
The mapping κ fulfills κp0q “ 0, κp1q “ 1, κp2q “ 3, κp3q “ 4, . . .
Since `f is visited by this run, the path is accepted.
DTA have been used to identify sets of behaviours of Continuous Time Markov Chains
(CTMCs) that satisfy path formulas of CSLTA , as recalled in the introduction. We shall
consider CTMCs in which states are associated with a valuation of a set of propositions AP
and a change of states is associated with some actions in Act. This leads to the following
representation for CTMCs.
§ Definition 9 (CTMC representation). A continuous time Markov chain with state and
action labels is represented by a tuple M “ xS, s0 , Act, AP, lab, Ry, where S is a finite set
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of states, s0 P S the initial state, Act is a finite set of action names, AP is a finite set of
atomic propositions, lab : S Ñ tJ, KuAP is a state-labeling function that assigns to each
state s a valuation of the atomic propositions, R Ď S ˆ Act ˆ S Ñ Rě0 is a rate function. If
a,λ

λ “ Rps, a, s1 q ^ λ ą 0, we write s ÝÝÑ s1 .
We assume that each state has at least one successor: for all s P S, there exists a P Act,
s1 P S such that Rps, a, s1 q ą 0. CTMC executions lead to timed paths, and a CTMC is a
generator of a random path. We define by PrM pAq the probability that the random path of
M is accepted by A (probability measure of all paths accepted by A as defined in [8]).
A denotes the whole family of automata of Definition 3. We identify several subclasses
of A, characterized by either the absence of autonomous transitions (Ana ) or to a limited
presence of such transitions (Anc Ď Anar Ď Arc ), as follows:
Restricted cycles Arc is the subclass of automata A P A in which all cycles of A including an
autonomous transition with a reset also includes a synchronizing transition p`, γ, B, r, `1 q
with r “Ó or γ “ px ą Cq.
No reset on autonomous transitions Anar is the subclass of automata A P Arc in which
there is no autonomous transition that resets the clock: Anar “ tA P A | p`, γ, 7, r, `1 q P
AutpAq ñ r “ Hu.
No reset and no cyle of autonomous transitions Anc is the subclass of the automata A P
Anar in which there is no cycle made only of autonomous transitions.
No autonomous transitions Ana is the subclass of the automata A P Anc with no autonomous transitions: Ana “ tA P A | AutpAq “ Hu
The DTA on the left of Figure 1 belongs to Arc zAnar , while the one on the right belongs to
Anc zAna . Any DTA with no reset on autonomous transitions but with a cycle of autonomous
transitions is an example of Anar zAnc .
Let us explain why we introduce the intermediate subclasses between A and Ana . Arc
points out which syntactical restrictions must be satisfied by automata in A in order to
not extend the expressive power of Ana . Anar which forbids the clock reset by automous
transitions disables the capacity to combine time constants depending on the execution.
Anc which in addition forbids loops of autonomous translations is mainly introduced for
simplifying the translations as we will show that it is equivalent to Anar w.r.t. conciseness.

3

The role of autonomous transitions

We aim at comparing the expressive power of the families of DTA introduced above. We
adopt both qualitative and quantitative points of view. From a qualitative point of view, we
consider the timed path languages that they generate. From a quantitative point of view, we
consider the accepting probabilities associated with the Markov chains.
§ Definition 10. Let A1 and A2 be families of DTA. Then:
A2 is at least as expressive as A1 w.r.t. language, denoted A1 ăL A2 ,
if for all A1 P A1 there exists A2 P A2 such that LpA2 q “ LpA1 q;
A2 is at least as expressive as A1 w.r.t. Markov chains, denoted A1 ăM A2 ,
if for all A1 P A1 there exists A2 P A2
such that for all Markov chain M, PrM pA2 q “ PrM pA1 q.
As usual, we derive other relations between such families. A1 and A2 are equally expressive
w.r.t. language (resp. Markov chains), denoted A1 „L A2 (resp. A1 „M A2 ) if A1 ăL A2
and A2 ăL A1 (resp. A1 ăM A2 and A2 ăM A1 ). A2 is strictly more expressive than A1
w.r.t. language (resp. Markov chains), denoted A1 ňL A2 (resp. A1 ňM A2 ) if A1 ăL A2
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and not A2 ăL A1 (resp. A1 ăM A2 and not A2 ăM A1 ). Observe that by definition
A1 ăL A2 implies A1 ăM A2 .
The following frame summarizes the results of this section. The expressiveness results
are the strongest possible as the equivalences are proved for the qualitative relation while
the strict relation is established for the quantitative relation.
Ana „L Anc „L Anar „L Arc ňM A
with A (resp. A ) exponentially more concise than Anar (resp. Ana )
and a quadratic translation from Anar to Anc .
rc

nc

‚ Relation between A and Ana .
First we establish that autonomous resetting transitions extend the expressive power of DTA
w.r.t. Markov chains. The weaker result w.r.t. language is shown in the appendix since the
associated proof is considerably simpler.
To this aim, we establish a kind of 0-1 law for DTA in Ana and Markov chains. In order to
obtain this intermediate result, we introduce some objects. Simple chains are Markov chains
with a single action, no atomic proposition (or equivalently with the same valuation for all
states) and such that each state s has a single successor state scpsq reached with rate λs . W.r.t.
the acceptance probability of simple chains, we can consider DTAs without actions and atomic
propositions. Moreover we add to each DTA an additional garbage location and we split the
transitions, so that, w.l.o.g. one can assume that for each location ` of a DTA in Ana , there
i´1ďxăi,r

xěC,rC`1

i
are C ` 1 outgoing transitions: t` ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
sci p`q | 1 ď i ď Cu Y t` ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ scC`1 p`qu
where C is the maximal constant occurring in the DTA. The shape of the guards is not a
restriction in the context of Markov chains. For all clock valuation x̄, the clock valuation
scp`, x̄q is defined by:
Let i “ minpj | j P t1, . . . , Cu ^ x̄ ă jq with minpHq “ C ` 1;
If ri “Ó then scp`, x̄q “ 0 else scp`, x̄q “ x̄.
Observe the difference between sci , defined at the syntactical level, which maps a location
to its ith successor and sc, defined at the semantical level, which maps a pair consisting in
a location and a clock valuation to the new clock valuation obtained by firing the single
transition enabled w.r.t. the clock valuation.
We also define the region (multi-)graph G “ pV, Eq of such DTA as follows.
V , the set of vertices, is defined by V “ tp`, iq | ` P L ^ 0 ď i ď C ` 1u;
Let p`, iq be a vertex, then for all j s.t. maxpi, 1q ď j ď C ` 1, there is a transition from
p`, iq to pscj p`q, j 1 q labelled by j with j 1 “ 0 if rj “Ó and j 1 “ j otherwise.
One interprets G as follows. The vertex p`, 0q corresponds to the region defined by location
` with clock valuation 0. The vertex p`, 1q corresponds to the region defined by location
` with clock valuation in s0, 1r. The vertex p`, iq for 1 ă i ď C corresponds to the region
defined by location ` with clock valuation in ri ´ 1, ir. The vertex p`, C ` 1q corresponds to
the region defined by location ` with clock valuation in rC, 8r. The transition outgoing from
p`, iq labelled by j corresponds to the combination of time elapsing to enter the region p`, jq
followed by an action of the Markov chain, leading to either p`1 , jq or to `1 , 0q, in case of reset.
Given s a state of a Markov chain, ` a location of DTA, and x̄ a clock valuation, pps, `, x̄q
denotes the probability of acceptance when the Markov chain starts in s and the DTA
starts in ` with clock valuation x̄. In particular for a DTA A applied to a Markov chain M,
PrM pAq “ pps0 , `0 , 0q where s0 is the initial state of M and `0 is the initial location of A
such that labps0 q |ù Λp`0 q.
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§ Lemma 11. Let s be a state of a simple Markov chain M and ` be a location of a DTA in
Ana . Then the function that maps t to pps, `, tq is continuous and for i ´ 1 ď t ď i ď C it is
equal to:
żi

ż8

λs e´λs pτ ´tq ppscpsq, sci p`q, scp`, τ qqdτ ` λs e´λs pτ ´tq ppscpsq, scC `1 p`q, scp`, τ qqdτ

t

C

ÿ
`

żj

λs e´λs pτ ´tq ppscpsq, scj p`q, scp`, τ qqdτ

iăj ďC j ´1

(1)

§ Proposition 12. Let A P Ana and z P r0, 1s such that for all Markov chain M,
PrM pAq “ z then z P t0, 1u.
Proof. We will even prove this result when restricting the quantification to Markov chains
with a single action and a single valuation of propositions for all states and a single successor
for all states. Thus we can omit propositions and actions in the DTA and only consider
simple chains.
Let A be an automaton that satisfies the hypothesis. We want to establish that for all
configuration p`, tq in some region of A reachable from p`0 , 0q, and for all states s of a simple
Markov chain pps, `, tq “ z. We do this by induction on the transition relation of the region
graph and then we prove that z is either 0 or 1. The base case of the induction corresponds
to the assumption PrM pAq “ z, for all M.
For the inductive step we assume that for a given p`, tq, and for all states s of a simple chain,
pps, `, tq “ z and we prove that the pps1 , `1 , t1 q “ z, for all ps1 `1 , t1 q reachable in one step from
ps, `, tq.
Let M be an arbitrary simple chain and define Mλ as the simple chain with a single transition
outgoing from its initial state to the initial state of M whose rate is λ. Let s be the initial
state of Mλ .
By assumption, pps, `, tq “ z. Define f pτ q by ppscpsq, scj p`q, scp`, t ` τ qq when j ´ 1 ă t ` τ ď
j ď C and by şppscpsq, scC`1 p`q, scp`, t ` τ qq when t ` τ ą C. Equation 1 can be rewitten
as pps, `, tq “ τ ě0 λe´λτ f pτ qdτ . Since for all λ, PrMλ pAq “ z, the Laplace transform of
f pτ q is equal to λz , i.e. the Laplace transform of the constant function z. By the theorem
of unicity of Laplace transforms, this entails that f pτ q “ z except for a set of null measure.
However consider a successor region p`1 , iq of location ` with clock valuation t1 .
‚ Either i “ 0 (meaning that there has been a reset) and the region has a single point reached
with non null probability. So ppscpsq, `1 , 0q “ z.
‚ Or i ą 0, so by Lemma 11, ppscpsq, `1 , t1 q is continuous inside the region w.r.t. t1 and thus
everywhere equal to z.
So the induction is established. So if a region of `f is reachable in the region graph z “ 1.
Otherwise `f is not reachable implying that no run is accepting and thus z “ 0.
đ
We now establish that Ana ňM A.
§ Proposition 13. There exists A P A such that for all A1 P Ana there exists a Markov chain
M with PrM pA1 q ‰ PrM pAq.
Proof. A described below is associated with an action set reduced to a singleton tau (omitted
in the figure) and an empty set of propositions. The language of A is the set of timed paths
whose first action occurs at time τ P r2i, 2i ` 1r for some i P N. Assume by contradiction
that there exists A1 P Ana such that for all Markov chain M, PrM pA1 q “ PrM pAq.
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2Ó
xă1

Pick an arbitrary Markov chain M and define Mλ as the Markov chain which has a single
transition from its initial state to the initial state of M with rate λ. It is routine to check
1´e´λ
that PrMλ pAq “ 1´e
´2λ (as only the first transition of Mλ is relevant) and, consequently,
limλÑ0 PrMλ pAq “ 21 and, given the hypothesis, also limλÑ0 PrMλ pA1 q “ 12 .
PrMλ pA1 q can be decomposed as p1,λ ` p2,λ where p1,λ is the probability to accept the
random timed path and that the first action takes place at most at time C and p2,λ is the
probability to accept the random timed path and that the first action takes place after C,
where C is the maximal constant of A1 . But limλÑ0 p1,λ “ 0 and therefore limλÑ0 p2,λ “ 21 .
On the other hand, let `1 be the location of A1 reached from its initial location when the
value of the clock is greater than C, its maximal constant. There must be one, if not
limλÑ0 p2,λ “ 0, which contradicts what derived above. We want to design an automaton
A2 equivalent to A1 when reaching `1 with clock value greater than C: any timed path is
accepted by A2 iff it is accepted by A1 when starting in `1 with clock valuation greater
than C. For the construction we duplicate the automaton and merge the final location, the
initial location is location `1 of the first copy, and in the first copy we add to the guard of
all transitions the formula x ą C and redirect the transitions that reset the clock to the
corresponding location of the second copy.
But then limλÑ0 p2,λ “ PrM pA2 q. Since limλÑ0 p2,λ “ 12 and M is arbitrary, this
contradicts Proposition 12 applied to A2 .
đ

‚ From Arc to Ana .
We introduced the family Arc to provide an accurate syntactical characterization of DTA for
which the autonomous transitions do not add expressive power. In some sense, the DTA of
Proposition 13 emphasizes the interest of Arc since the cycle performed by the autonomous
resetting transition points out what increases the expressive power. As a first step in the other
direction, we establish that in Arc the autonomous resetting transitions can be mimicked
using additional finite memory.
§ Proposition 14. There exists an algorithm operating in exponential time that takes as input
A P Arc and outputs A1 P Anar with LpA1 q “ LpAq.
We illustrate this transformation on the DTA presented on the left of Figure 1 producing
the DTA of Figure 2. Here it is sufficient to duplicate once every location. The resetting
autonomous transition from `1 to `0 does not reset anymore and goes from x`1 , 0y to x`0 , 1y.
The synchronized resetting transition from `0 to `1 yields two transitions from x`0 , iy to
x`1 , 0y for i P t0, 1u. The timed constants occurring in the transitions from some x`, 1y are
increased by 1. The location x`1 , 1y is not present since unreachable from x`0 , 0y.
The exponential blowup due to the duplication of locations is unavoidable:
§ Proposition 15. There exists a family tAn unPN in Arc such that the size of An is Opn2 q
and for all A P Anar with LpAq “ LpAn q, p|Aut| ` 1q|Synch| ě 2n .
In order to eliminate cycles of autonomous transitions of a DTA in Anar , we also add to
locations a finite memory representing the number of autonomous transitions visited since the
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x ď 1; aÓ
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1
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d
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x ď 1; aÓ
x`0 , 0y`f

x`0 , 1y

1
p

2

3

c
x`2 , 1y

xď4

p

p^q

2
p

d

Figure 2 Elimination of resetting autonomous transitions.

last visit of a synchronized transition. The idea of this construction is that if a path exceeds
the number of autonomous transitions it must visit twice the same autonomous transition
without visiting a synchronized transition and so diverges. In words: in the resulting DTA,
divergence has been transformed into deadlock. This finite memory has a linear size w.r.t.
the size of the original DTA.
§ Proposition 16. There exists an algorithm operating in quadratic time that takes as input
A P Anar and outputs A1 P Anc with LpA1 q “ LpAq.
We show how to eliminate autonomous transitions without reset (that do not form a
cycle). The key point is to select a location ` which is the source of the last autonomous
transition of a maximal path of such transitions. Thus every autonomous transition outgoing
from ` reaches some location `u where only synchronized transitions are possible. Roughly
speaking, the construction builds a synchronized transition corresponding to a sequence of
an autonomous transition followed by a synchronized transition. However the construction is
more involved since ` has to be duplicated in order to check which autonomous transition can
be triggered (or if no autonomous transition can be triggered). This duplication has also an
impact on the incoming transitions of `. Repeating (at most |L| times) this transformation
eliminates all autonomous transitions. In appendix, we illustrate this transformation on the
DTA presented on the right of Figure 1.
§ Proposition 17. There exists an algorithm operating in exponential time that takes as input
A P Anc and outputs A1 P Ana with LpA1 q “ LpAq.
The exponential blowup due to the repetition of duplication of locations is unavoidable
as shown by the next proposition.
§ Proposition 18. There exists a family of automata tAn unPN in Anar such that the size
of An belongs to Opn logpnqq and for all A P Ana with LpAq “ LpAn q the number of its
locations is at least 2n .

4

DTA with boolean guards

An alternative version of DTA has been proposed in [14]: locations have no associated
formula, synchronized transitions have two formulas, one evaluated on the source state and
one evaluated on the destination state. Autonomous transitions have a formula evaluated in
the current state. Our aim is twofold: first relate the two versions w.r.t. expressiveness and
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conciseness and then examine whether the relations established for the previous case still
hold. Let us formalize this model by adapting the definitions of section 2.
§ Definition 19 (DTA). A DTA with boolean guards is defined by a tuple A “ xL, L0 , `F , AP,
Synch, Auty where L is a finite set of locations, `0 P(L is the initial location, `F P L is the
final location, Synch Ď L ˆ BAP ˆ InC ˆ 2Act ˆ H, (
Ó ˆBAP ˆ L is the set of synchronizing
transitions, and Aut Ď LˆBAP ˆBoundCˆ7ˆ H, Ó ˆL is the set of autonomous transitions.
ϕ´ ,γ,B,r,ϕ`

As before ` ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ `1 denotes the synchronized transition p`, ϕ´ , γ, B, r, ϕ` , `1 q.
ϕ´ ,γ,7,rp,ϕ´ q

and ` ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ `1 (repeating sometimes the formula for unifying the notations) denotes
the autonomous transition p`, ϕ´ , γ, 7, r, `1 q.
Furthermore A fulfills the following conditions.
Determinism on actions. @B, B 1 Ď Act s.t. B X B 1 ‰ H, @`, `1 , `2 P L,
ϕ´ ,γ,B,r,ϕ`

ϕ1´ ,γ 1 ,B 1 ,r 1 ,ϕ1`

if ` ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ `1 ^ ` ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ `2 then
ϕ´ ^ ϕ1´ ô K or ϕ` ^ ϕ1` ô K or γ ^ γ 1 ô K.
Determinism on autonomous transitions. @`, `1 , `2 P L,
ϕ´ ,x“α,7,r

ϕ1´ ,x“α1 ,7,r 1

if ` ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ `1 and ` ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ `2 then ϕ´ ^ ϕ1´ ô K or α ‰ α1 .
J,J,Act,H,J
Condition on the final location. `f ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ `f P Synch.
nc
nar
One denotes the class of such DTA by Ag with subclasses by Ana
and Arc
g , A g , Ag
g.

§ Definition 20 (Run of a DTA).
ϕ´ ,γ0 ,B0 ,r0 ,ϕ`

ϕ´ ,γ1 ,B1 ,r1 ,ϕ`

0
1
A run of a DTA A is a sequence: ρ “ p`0 , v0 , x̄0 , δ0 q ÝÝ0ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
p`1 , v1 , x̄1 , δ1 q ÝÝ1ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ

ϕ´ ,γi ,Bi ,ri ,ϕ`

i
¨ ¨ ¨ p`i , vi , x̄i , δi q ÝÝiÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
¨ ¨ ¨ such that for all i P N,

ϕ´ ,γi ,Bi ,ri ,ϕ`

i
`i P L, vi P tK, JuAP , δi P Rě0 , `i ÝÝiÝÝÝÝÝ#
ÝÝÝÑ
`i`1 P E,
0
if ri “Ó
`
vi |ù ϕ´
i , vi`1 |ù ϕi , x̄i ` δi |ù γi , x̄i`1 “
x̄i ` δi otherwise

ϕ,x“α,7,r

Let x̄7 “ mintα | D`i ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ `1 P E ^ x̄i ď α ^ vi |ù ϕu.
If Bi “ 7 then x̄i ` δi “ x̄7 and vi`1 “ vi else x̄i ` δi ă x7 .
a

a

a

0
1
i
pv1 , δ1 q ÝÑ
¨ ¨ ¨ pvi , δi q ÝÑ
¨ ¨ ¨ be a timed path and
§ Definition 21. Let σ “ pv0 , δ0 q ÝÑ
`
ϕ´
0 ,γ0 ,B0 ,r0 ,ϕ0

ϕ´
,γi ,Bi ,ri ,ϕ`
i
i

ρ “ p`0 , v01 , x̄0 , δ01 q ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ p`i , vi1 , x̄i , δi1 q ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ be a run of a DTA A.
Then σ is recognized by ρ if there is a strictly increasing mapping κ : N Ñ N (extended to
κp´1q “ ´1q, such that for all i P N:
ř
ai P Bκpiq and δi “ κpi´1qăhďκpiq δh1 ;
@h, κpi ´ 1q ă h ď κpiq ñ vh1 “ vi and h R κpNq ñ Bh “ 7.
A timed path σ is accepted by A if σ is recognized by a run ρ, and ρ visits `f .
Our results are summarized below. Let us emphasize the main items: (1) while being
equivalent to the original version, this model is exponentially more concise and (2) the
elimination of autonomous transitions without reset that was performed in exponential time
in the original version is now performed in polynomial time.
nc
nar
Ana
„L Arc
g „L A g „L A g
g ňM Ag „L A
rc
with Ag (resp. Ag ) exponentially more concise than A (resp. Anar
g ) and
nc
nc
na
a quadratic (resp. polynomial) translation from Anar
(resp.
A
)
to
A
g
g
g (resp. Ag ).

‚ From A to Ag and back. The translation from A to Ag mainly consists in shifting
the formula of the location to the incoming transitions with a particular handling of the
initial locations.
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§ Proposition 22. There exists an algorithm operating in quadratic time that takes as input
nc
nar
rc
A P A (resp. Ana , Anc , Anar , Arc ) and outputs A1 P Ag (resp. Ana
g , Ag , Ag , Ag ) with
1
LpA q “ LpAq.
The reverse translation is more costly and consists in duplicating a location w.r.t. the
guards of the incoming and outgoing transitions.
§ Proposition 23. There exists an algorithm operating in exponential time that takes as
nc
nar
rc
1
na
nc
nar
input A P Ag (resp. Ana
, Arc )
g , Ag , Ag , Ag ) and outputs A P A (resp. A , A , A
1
with LpA q “ LpAq.
The exponential blowup due to the duplication of locations is unavoidable even without
timing considerations as shown by the next proposition.
§ Proposition 24. There exists a family of automata tAn unPN in Ana
g such that the size of
An belongs to Opn logpnqq and for all A P A with LpAq “ LpAn q the number of its locations
is at least 2n ´ 1.
na
‚ From Arc
Since the algorithm of Proposition 14 does not transform the
g to Ag .
propositional features of the DTA, it is also appropriate for Arc
g . Similarly the exponential
lower bound still holds.

§ Proposition 25. There exists an algorithm operating in exponential time that takes as input
1
nar
A P Arc
with LpA1 q “ LpAq.
g and outputs A P Ag
2
There exists a family tAn unPN in Arc
g such that the size of An belongs to Opn q and for all
A P Anar
with LpAq “ LpAn q, p|Aut| ` 1q|Synch| ě 2n .
g
Since the algorithm of Proposition 16 does not transform the propositional features of
the DTA, it is also appropriate for Anar
g .
§ Proposition 26. There exists an algorithm operating in quadratic time that takes as input
1
A P Anar
and outputs A1 P Anc
g
g with LpA q “ LpAq.
An interesting feature of specifying propositional formulas on transitions is that the final
transformation can be performed in polynomial time. To this aim we introduce a particular
case of decision diagram (DD) for representating formulas as follows. Let DG be a directed
acyclic graph rooted in u0 including a final vertex uf such that all vertices are reachable
from u0 and can reach uf . Every transition is labelled by a formula and the formulas
labeling outgoing transitions from a vertex are mutually exclusive. Given a valuation v,
v |ù DG if there is a path from u0 to uf such that v |ù ϕ for all ϕ labeling transition of the
path. Observe that there is at most one such path. Thus deciding whether v |ù DG can be
performed in linear time (assuming that the satisfaction of a formula labeling a transition by
a valuation can be performed in linear time which is the case for standard representation of
formulas). So in the next proposition, one assumes that the formulas can be specified with
such DD.
§ Proposition 27. There exists an algorithm operating in polynomial time that takes as input
1
na
1
A P Anc
g and outputs A P Ag with LpA q “ LpAq.
Proof. The transformation proceeds in three stages (exemplified in the appendix)
‚ The first stage consists in duplicating the locations w.r.t. time regions. Let 0 “ α0 ă . . . ă
αm “ C be the time constants occurring in A (adding 0 if necessary). The set of time regions
is tα0 u, sα0 , α1 r, tα1 u, . . . , tαm u, sαm , 8r. For all location ` and all region rg, one creates a
location x`, rgy. The initial location is x`0 , tα0 uy with `0 the initial location of A.
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ϕ´ ,γ,B,r,ϕ`

For all synchronized transition ` ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ `1 and all regions rg and rg 1 one creates a
ϕ´ ,γ^xPrg 1 ,B,r,ϕ`

ϕ,x“i,7,H

transition x`, rgy ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ x`1 , rg 1 y. For all autonomous transition ` ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ `1
ϕ,x“i,7,H

and all region rg, one creates a transition x`, rgy ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ x`1 , tiuy.
‚ Let A1 be the DTA produced by the first stage, the second stage produces a DTA A2 where
the priority of the autonomous transitions is made explicit by restricting the temporal formulas
ϕk ,x“αk ,7,H
of outgoing transitions. Let x`, rgy be a location and ttk “ x`, rgy ÝÝ
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ x`k , tαk uyukďK
be the autonomous transitions outgoing from x`, rgy with rg ď α1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď αK (the other
autonomous transitions are useless and are assumed to be deleted).
Ź
ϕk ^

1

ϕk1 ,x“αk ,7,H

For all k, one creates an autonomous transition x`, rgy ÝÝÝÝÝkÝăk
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ x`k , tαk uy.
ϕ´ ,γ,B,r,ϕ`

For all synchronized transition x`, rgy ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ x`1 , rg 1 y, one creates a transition
Ź
ϕ´ ^ α

ďrg 1

ϕk ,γ,B,r,ϕ`

x`, rgy ÝÝÝÝÝÝkÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ x`1 , rg 1 y.
In A2 disregarding the priority of autonomous transitions does not modify the language.
‚ The final stage that produces A1 from A2 consists in deleting the autonomous transitions
and adding new synchronized transitions as follows. For all x`, rgy and x`1 , tiuy such that
there is a path of autonomous transitions from x`, rgy to x`1 , tiuy, one specifies the formula ϕ
by a DD whose vertices are locations both reachable from x`, rgy by autonomous transitions
and can reach x`1 , tiuy by autonomous transitions. The edges of the DD are the autonomous
transitions between such vertices labeled by the formulas of the autonomous transitions.
ϕ´ ,γ,B,r,ϕ`

Then for all synchronized transition x`1 , tiuy ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ x`2 , rg 2 y, one creates a transition
ϕ^ϕ´ ,xěi^γ,B,r,ϕ`

x`, rgy ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ x`2 , rg 2 y. Then, all locations x`f , rgy are merged into a single one.
đ

5

Conclusion and future work

We have established that autonomous transitions do enhance expressiveness of single clock
DTAs, and more precisely for the less discriminating case of the probability of the random
paths of a CTMC accepted by the DTA. This is the most relevant one for comparing some
variations of (1-clock) CSLTA defined in the literature. This enhanced expressiveness is due
to the possibility of associating clock resets with autonomous transitions that occur in a
cycle. The small counterexample of Proposition 13 can be seen as the basic construct to
study systems with periodic behaviours or periodic phases, with clear practical implications.
Even in DTA subclasses for which the autonomous transitions do not enhance expressiveness,
they do play a role in defining concise DTAs: removing autonomous transitions may lead to
an exponential blow up of the DTA. Considering DTAs with boolean guards associated with
transitions the effect of the presence of autonomous transitions does not change, but the
use of guards may lead to more concise DTAs. We plan to investigate whether the precise
identification of the characteristics that enhance expressiveness and conciseness can help the
identification of the best algorithms for CSLTA model-checking, in particular for the recently
proposed component-based method [2].
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Appendix
A versus Ana

6.1

§ Proposition 28. Let A be the DTA presented in the proof of Proposition 13. There does
not exist an automaton A1 P Ana such that LpA1 q “ LpAq.
Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists A1 P Ana such that LpA1 q “ LpAq.
Let C be the maximal constant occurring in A1 that we assume w.l.o.g. to be odd.
a
a
a
The timed path pC ` 1q Ý
Ñ p0q Ý
Ñ p0q ¨ ¨ ¨ Ý
Ñ p0q ¨ ¨ ¨ belongs to LpAq “ LpA1 q (here we omit
the valuation since the set of propositions is empty).
γ0 ,tau,r0

Let p`0 , C ` 1q ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ p`1 , 0q ¨ ¨ ¨ be the corresponding accepting run.
γ0 ,tau,r0

Then for all τ ą 0, the run p`0 , C ` τ q ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ p`1 , 0q ¨ ¨ ¨ is also accepting which entails
a
a
a
that the timed path pC ` 2q Ý
Ñ p0q Ý
Ñ p0q ¨ ¨ ¨ Ý
Ñ p0q ¨ ¨ ¨ belongs to LpA1 q in contradiction
with LpA1 q “ LpAq.
đ
§ Lemma 11. Let s be a state of a simple Markov chain M and ` be a location of a DTA in
Ana . Then the function that maps t to pps, `, tq is continuous and for i ´ 1 ď t ď i ď C it is
equal to:
żi

ż8

λs e´λs pτ ´tq ppscpsq, sci p`q, scp`, τ qqdτ ` λs e´λs pτ ´tq ppscpsq, scC `1 p`q, scp`, τ qqdτ

t

C

ÿ
`

żj

λs e´λs pτ ´tq ppscpsq, scj p`q, scp`, τ qqdτ

iăj ďC j ´1

(1)

The above formula computes the probability of acceptance when the Markov chain starts in
s and the DTA starts in ` with clock valuation t, with i ´ 1 ď t ď i ď C, therefore within
the region pl, iq. This probability is computed in terms of the probability of having the next
CTMC transition within the region pl, iq itself, or any later region pl, jq, multiplied by the
probability of acceptance from the state reached by accepting the CTMC transition.
Proof. Define pn ps, `, tq as the probability that the run associated with a random timed
path of M starting in s when the DTA starts in ` with clock valuation t reaches location `f
after performing n actions. Then for ` ‰ `f , p0 ps, `, tq “ 0 and p0 ps, `f , tq “ 1. Assume that
pn ps, `, tq is continuous (and so measurable) for all s and `. Then the following equation
holds for i ´ 1 ď t ď i ď C:
żi
pn`1 ps, `, tq “ λq e´λs pτ ´tq pn pscpsq, sci p`q, scp`, τ qqdτ
t

ÿ żj
`
iăjďC

λs e´λq pτ ´tq pn pscpsq, scj p`q, scp`, τ qqdτ

j´1

ż8
λs e´λs pτ ´tq pn pscpsq, scC`1 p`q, scp`, τ qqdτ

`
C

Observe that for τ ą C, pn pscpsq, scC`1 p`q, scp`, τ qq is constant since if there is a reset then
scp`, τ q “ 0 and if there is no reset then scp`, τ q “ τ ą C and so the valuation of the clock is
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irrelevant. Thus the equation can be rewritten as follows.
żi
λs e´λs pτ ´tq pn pscpsq, sci p`q, scp`, τ qqdτ

pn`1 ps, `, tq “
t

ÿ żj
`
iăjďC

λs e´λs pτ ´tq pn pscpsq, scj p`q, scp`, τ qqdτ

j´1

` e´λs pC´tq pn pscpsq, scC`1 p`q, scp`, C ` 1qq

Observe that maxp1, λs qe´λs τ is uniformly continuous. So pick η 1 ą 0 such that for all
1
ε
τ ă τ 1 ď τ ` η 1 maxp1, λs q|e´λs τ ´ e´λs τ | ď 3C
. Let η “ minpη 1 , 3λε s q. Then for all
t ă t1 ď t ` η, one bounds |pn`1 ps, `, tq ´ pn`1 ps, `, t1 q| by the sum of three terms using
the above equation to establish that |pn`1 ps, `, tq ´ pn`1 ps, `, t1 q| ď ε. Thus pn`1 ps, `, tq is
continuous. When t ą C, pn`1 ps, `, tq is constant and so continuous.
Observe that pps, `, tq “ limnÑ8 pn ps, `, tq. So the mapping pps, `, tq is measurable as a limit
of continuous mappings. Thus Equation 1 holds for i ´ 1 ď t ď i ď C: Repeating the same
argument as the one for the inductive case yields the result. When t ą C, pps, `, tq is constant
and so continuous.
đ

6.2

Arc „L Anar „L Anc „L Ana

§ Proposition 14. There exists an algorithm operating in exponential time that takes as input
A P Arc and outputs A1 P Anar with LpA1 q “ LpAq.
Proof. Consider an elementary path of A not including synchronized transitions with reset
or with guard x ą C. Define its delay to be the sum of constants occurring in its autonomous
transitions with reset. Let K be the maximal delay of such paths.
The set of locations of A1 is L1 “ tx`, iy | 0 ď i ď K ^ ` P Lzt`f uu Y t`f u with set of initial
locations L10 “ tx`, 0y P L1 | ` P L0 u and final location `f (with its single looping transition).
For all x`, iy, Λpx`, iyq “ Λp`q.
Let γ be a guard. Define γ ` i the guard where all constants of γ are increased by i.
γ,B,r

For all synchronized transition ` ÝÝÝÑ `1 (` ‰ `f ) of A and i ď K:
γ`i,B,r

if `1 “ `f then there is a synchronized transition x`, iy ÝÝÝÝÝÑ `f ;
else if r “Ó or γ “ x ą C then there is a synchronized transition
γ`i,B,r
x`, iy ÝÝÝÝÝÑ x`1 , 0y;
γ`i,B,r

otherwise there is a synchronized transition x`, iy ÝÝÝÝÝÑ x`1 , iy.
x“c,7,r

For all autonomous transition ` ÝÝÝÝÝÑ `1 of A and i ď K:
x“c`i,7,H
if `1 “ `f then there is an autonomous transition x`, iy ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ `f ;
x“c`i,7,H

else if r “ H there is an autonomous transition x`, iy ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ x`1 , iy;
else if r “Ó and c ` i ď K then there is an autonomous transition
x“c`i,7,H
x`, iy ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ x`1 , c ` iy.
Observe that A1 has no more autonomous transitions with reset.
For sake of simplicity, let x`f , iy denote `f for all i.
Let us establish the correctness of this transformation.
γn´1 ,Bn´1 ,rn´1
γ0 ,B0 ,r0
‚ Let ρ “ p`0 , v0 , x̄0 , δ0 q ÝÝ
ÝÝÝÑ p`1 , v1 , x̄1 , δ1 q ¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ p`n , vn , x̄n , δn q ¨ ¨ ¨ be a
run of A.
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For all k define rk1 by rk1 “ H if Bk “ 7 and rk1 “ rk otherwise.
For all k define ck , dk by c0 “ d0 “ 0 and for k ą 0:
if rk “ H then ck “ ck´1 ;
if Bk ‰ 7, rk “ H and γk ‰ x ą C then dk “ dk´1 ;
if Bk ‰ 7, rk “ H and γk “ x ą C then dk “ 0;
if Bk ‰ 7 and rk “Ó then ck “ dk “ 0;
if Bk “ 7 and rk “ H then dk “ dk´1 ;
if Bk “ 7, rk “Ó and γk “ x “ c then ck “ dk “ dk´1 ` c
The integer ck represents the difference between the values of the clock in the k th states of
the original and simulating runs while dk represents how ck has to be taken into account in
the k th state of the simulating run. In general, dk is equal to ck except when the original
run goes through a guard x ą C in which case the difference between the clock values is
irrelevant.
1
γn´1 `dn´1 ,Bn´1 ,rn´1

γ0 `d0 ,B0 ,r 1

0
Then ρ1 “ px`0 , 0y, v0 , x̄0 , δ0 q ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
px`1 , d1 y, v1 x̄1 ` c1 , δ1 q ¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
px`n , dn y, vn , x̄n ` cn q is a run of A1 . The main point is that all transitions in ρ can be
mimicked due to the choice of K.
1
γn´1 `dn´1 ,Bn´1 ,rn´1

γ0 ,B0 ,r 1

0
px`1 , d1 y, v1 , x̄11 , δ1 q ¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
‚ Conversely let ρ1 “ px`0 , 0y, v0 , x̄10 , δ0 q ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
1
1
px`n , dn y, vn , x̄n , δn q ¨ ¨ ¨ be a run of A .
For all k define rk as the original reset that associated with the creation of the transition
labelled by γk ` dk´1 , An , rk1 . For all k define ck by c0 “ 0 and for k ą 0:
if rk “ H then ck “ ck´1 ;
if rk “ rk1 “Ó then ck “ 0;
if Bk “ 7, rk “Ó and γk “ x “ c then ck “ ck´1 ` c.

γn´1 ,Bn´1 ,rn´1

γ ,B ,r

1
1
Then ρ “ p`0 , v0 , x̄10 ´ c0 , δ0 q ÝÝ
ÝÝ1ÝÑ
p`1 , v1 , x̄11 ´ c1 q ¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ p`n , vn , x̄1n ´
cn , δn q ¨ ¨ ¨ is a run of A.
đ

§ Proposition 15. There exists a family tAn unPN in Arc such that the size of An is Opn2 q
and for all A P Anar with LpAq “ LpAn q, p|Aut| ` 1q|Synch| ě 2n .
Proof. Consider the automaton An described below. Here Act is a singleton and so we omit
the labels of the actions.
1Ó

p1

0Ó

2Ó

p2

2n´1Ó

pn

0Ó

¨¨¨
0Ó

p1 0Ó

0Ó

p2

0Ó

pn 0Ó

Given a valuation v of the atomic propositions, let us define the integer zpvq P r0, 2n r by:
ř
zpvq “ iďn 2i´1 1vppi q“J . Observe that z is a one-to-one mapping. Then An accepts the
timed paths starting with some initial valuation v such that the first action occurs not earlier
than zpvq.
Assume by contradiction that there exists A P Anar with LpAq “ LpAn q such that p|Aut| `
1q|Synch| ă 2n . Consider 2n accepted timed paths σv starting with the 2n possible valuations
γv ,rv
v such that the first action occurs at time zpvq. Let tv “ `v ÝÝ
ÝÑ `1v be the synchronized
transition in A corresponding to this action and, x̄v be the clock valuation when entering `v .
Observe that this clock valuation is either 0 or a time constant occurring in an autonomous
transition. Due to the assumption, there are two different valuations v and v 1 with tv “ tv1
and x̄v “ x̄v1 . W.l.o.g. let zpvq ă zpv 1 q. Consider a timed path starting with valuation v 1
and whose first action occurs at time zpvq. Such a path is accepted by A using the accepting
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run for σv1 up to `v1 “ `v with clock valuation x̄v1 “ x̄v and then going on with the suffix of
the accepting run for σv . However since zpvq ă zpv 1 q such a path does not belong to LpAn q.
đ
§ Proposition 16. There exists an algorithm operating in quadratic time that takes as input
A P Anar and outputs A1 P Anc with LpA1 q “ LpAq.
Proof. Let A P Anar . Observe that if a timed path visits twice the same autonomous
transition without in the meantime visiting a synchronized transition, then it will infinitely
cycles visiting only autonomous transitions (i.e. diverging). Let K be the number of
autonomous transitions. A1 is built as follows.
The set of locations of A1 is L1 “ tp`, iq | 0 ď i ď K ^ ` P Lzt`f uu Y t`f , `K u with set of initial
locations L10 “ tp`, 0q P L1 | ` P L0 u and final location `f (with its single looping transition).
For all x`, iy, Λpx`, iyq “ Λp`q. Λp`K q “ J.
γ,B,r

For all synchronized transition ` ÝÝÝÑ `1 of A and i ď K:
γ,B,r

if `1 “ `f then there is a synchronized transition p`, iq ÝÝÝÑ `f ;
γ,B,r

otherwise there is a synchronized transition p`, iq ÝÝÝÑ p`1 , 0q.
x“c,7,H

For all autonomous transition ` ÝÝÝÝÝÑ `1 of A and i ď K:
x“c,7,H
if i “ K then there is an autonomous transition p`, iq ÝÝÝÝÝÑ `K ;
x“c,7,H

else if `1 “ `f then there is an autonomous transition p`, iq ÝÝÝÝÝÑ `f ;
x“c,7,H

otherwise there is an autonomous transition p`, iq ÝÝÝÝÝÑ p`1 , i ` 1q.
By construction, there is no cycle of autonomous transitions in A1 .
A timed path of A1 that does not visit `K provides a timed path of A by omitting the second
component of the locations while the only timed paths of A that cannot be mimicked by A1
are the diverging ones. Furthermore the “partial” simulation of such paths by A1 leads to a
deadlock location.
đ
§ Proposition 17. There exists an algorithm operating in exponential time that takes as input
A P Anc and outputs A1 P Ana with LpA1 q “ LpAq.
Proof. The algorithm iteratively applies a transformation that decreases the number of
x“cu ,7
locations that are sources of autonomous transitions. Let ttu “ ` ÝÝÝÝ
Ñ `u uuďk be the
last transitions of elementary paths consisting of autonomous transitions with maximal
length starting from some ` (there must be at least one such location). W.l.o.g assume that
c1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď ck . We denote this set of values (adding 0 if necessary) as 0 “ α0 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă αK by
eliminating repetitions. By convention, α´1 “ ´8. One builds another A1 P Anc as follows.
One creates two sets of locations: tx`, i, uy | 0 ď i ď K, 1 ď u ď k, αi ď cu u and tx`, iy | 0 ď
i ď K ` 1u. The location x`, i, uy corresponds to location ` with additional requirements
(1) to enter in it with clock valuation in sαi´1 , αi s and (2) such that if no synchronized
transitions occurs then the autonomous transition tu is followed. For i ď K, the location
x`, iy corresponds to location ` with additional requirements (1) to enter in it with clock
valuation in sαi´1 , αi s and (2) such that no autonomous transition can occur. The location
x`, K ` 1y corresponds to location ` with additional requirement to enter in it with clock
valuation in sαK , 8r.
Ź
For all i, u, Λpx`, i, uyq “ Λp`q ^ p αi´1 ăau1 ăau Λp`u1 qq ^ Λp`u q;
Ź
For all i ď K, Λpx`, iyq “ Λp`q ^ p αi´1 ăau1 Λp`u1 qq;
Λpx`, K ` 1yq “ Λp`q.
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γ ´ ^αi´1 ăxďαi ,B ´

γ ´ ,B ´

For all transition `´ ÝÝÝÝÑ ` with `´ ‰ ` and all i, u, one creates transitions: `´ ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
γ ´ ^αi´1 ăxďαi ,B ´

γ ´ ^α ăx,B ´

K
x`, i, uy, when i ď K, `´ ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ x`, iy and `´ ÝÝÝÝÝ
ÝÝÝÝÑ x`, K ` 1y.

γ ´ ,B ´ ,Ó

γ ´ ,B ´ ,Ó

For all transition `´ ÝÝÝÝÝÑ ` with `´ ‰ ` and all u, one creates transitions: `´ ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
γ ´ ,B ´ ,Ó

x`, 0, uy and `´ ÝÝÝÝÝÑ x`, 0y.
γ ` ,B ` ,r `

For all synchronized transition ` ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ `` with `` ‰ ` and all i, u, one creates transitions:
γ ` ^xăc ,B ´ ,r `

γ ` ,B ´ ,r `

u
x`, i, uy ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝ
ÝÝÝÝÑ `` and x`, iy ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ `` .

γ ` ^xăcu ^αi1 ´1 ăxďαi1 ,B ´

γ ` ,B `

For all synchronized transition ` ÝÝÝÝÑ ` and all i, i1 , u, u1 , one creates transitions: x`, i, uy ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
x`, i1 , u1 y,
γ ` ^xăcu ^αi´1 ăxďαi ,B ´

x`, i, uy ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ x`, i1 y,
γ ` ^αi1 ´1 ăxďαi1 ,B ´

γ ` ^αi1 ´1 ăxďαi1 ,B ´

x`, iy ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ x`, i1 , u1 y, x`, iy ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ x`, i1 y
γ ` ^α ăx,B ´

K
and x`, iy ÝÝÝÝÝ
ÝÝÝÝÑ x`, K ` 1y.

γ ` ,B ` ,Ó

γ ` ^xăc ,B ´ ,Ó

u
For all synchronized transition ` ÝÝÝÝÝÑ ` and all i, u, u1 , one creates transitions: x`, i, uy ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝ
ÝÝÝÑ

γ ` ^xăc ,B ´ ,Ó

u
x`, 0, u1 y, x`, i, uy ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝ
ÝÝÝÑ x`, 0y,

γ ` ,B ´ ,Ó

γ ` ,B ´ ,Ó

x`, iy ÝÝÝÝÝÑ x`, 0, u1 y, and x`, iy ÝÝÝÝÝÑ x`, 0y.
γ ` ,B ` ,r `

For all synchronized transition `u ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ `` with `` ‰ ` , one creates transitions: for all
γ ` ^xěc ,B ` ,r `

u
i, x`, i, uy ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝ
ÝÝÝÝÑ `` .

γ ` ^xěcu ^αi1 ´1 ăxďαi1 ,B `

γ ` ,B `

For all synchronized transition `u ÝÝÝÝÑ ` and all i, i1 , u1 one creates transitions: x`, i, uy ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
γ ` ^xěcu ^αi1 ´1 ăxďαi1 ,B `

γ ` ^xěc ^α ăx,B `

u
K
x`, i1 , u1 y, x`, i, uy ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ x`, i1 y and x`, i, uy ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝ
ÝÝÝ
ÝÝÝÝÑ x`, K ` 1y.

γ ` ,B ` ,Ó

γ ` ^xěc ,B ` ,Ó

u
For all synchronized transition `u ÝÝÝÝÝÑ ` and all i, u1 one creates transitions: x`, i, uy ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝ
ÝÝÝÑ

γ ` ^xěc ,B ` ,Ó

u
x`, 0, u1 y and x`, i, uy ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝ
ÝÝÝÑ x`, 0y.
Then we delete ` and all adjacent transitions. By construction, A and A1 accept the same
timed paths and there is one less location source of an autonomous transition. One can
iterate at most |L| times this transformation leading to an equivalent automaton in Ana .
đ

We illustrate this transformation on the DTA presented on the right of Figure 1 producing
the DTA of Figure 3. The only location from which autonomous transitions start is `0 . The
autonomous transitions are triggered when x “ α and lead to locations with formulas q and
p ^ q. Combining them with formula p of `0 entails that `0 has to be duplicated into three
locations: (1) `0,0 that must be entered with clock value at most α and with formula p ^ q,
(2) `0,1 that must be entered with clock value at most α and with formula p ^ q, (3) and
another location that must be entered with clock value greater than α and with formula p.
However this location is not reachable and so omitted in the figure. The transition looping
around `0 yields to four transitions depending on which formulas hold before and after the
transition. The transition from `0,0 to `1 corresponds to the sequence of transitions in the
original automaton of the autonomous transition from `0 to `1 followed by the synchonized
transition which loops around `1 .
§ Proposition 18. There exists a family of automata tAn unPN in Anar such that the size
of An belongs to Opn logpnqq and for all A P Ana with LpAq “ LpAn q the number of its
locations is at least 2n .
Proof. Consider the automaton An described below. Here Act is a singleton and so we omit
the labels of the actions.
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xăα
`0,1

p^q

xăα
`0,0

xěα
xăα

p^ q

αďxďβ

αďxďβ
`1

p^ q

xăα

xďβ
`2

q

`f

xďβ

Figure 3 Elimination of autonomous transitions with no reset.

n
1

p1

1

2

p2

n

pn

n

¨¨¨
0

p1

1

1

p2

n´1

pn

n

An accepts the timed paths where: either there is no action before time n or there is a single
action before time n at some time τ with i ď τ ă i ` 1 ď n and pi initially true.
Assume by contradiction that there exists A P Ana with LpAq “ LpAn q and less than 2n
locations. In particular, it has less than 2n initial locations. Since there are accepted timed
paths for any initial valuation of the atomic propositions, two different valuations (say v and
v 1 ) of the atomic propositions should satisfy Λp`0 q for some initial location `0 . Let pi be
such that vppi q “ J and v 1 ppi q “ K. Any timed path starting with initial valuation v and
a single action occurring in r0, nr at some time τ with i ď τ ă i ` 1 ď n is accepted. This
implies that any timed path starting with initial valuation v 1 and a single action occurring in
r0, nr at some time τ with i ď τ ă i ` 1 ď n is also accepted. But such a timed path does
not belong to LpAn q.
đ

6.3

A versus Ag

§ Proposition 22. There exists an algorithm operating in quadratic time that takes as input
nc
nar
rc
A P A (resp. Ana , Anc , Anar , Arc ) and outputs A1 P Ag (resp. Ana
g , Ag , Ag , Ag ) with
1
LpA q “ LpAq.
Proof. A1 has the same structure as A except that it has an additional location `0 which is
the initial one.
γ,B,r
For all synchronized transition ` ÝÝÝÑ `1 in A, A1 includes the synchronized transition
J,γ,B,r,Λp`1 q

Λp`q,γ,B,r,Λp`1 q

` ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ `1 and if ` P L0 then A1 includes the synchronized transition `0 ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
`1 .
x“α,7,r
For all autonomous transition ` ÝÝÝÝÝÑ `1 in A, A1 includes the autonomous transition
Λp`1 q,x“α,7,r

Λp`q^Λp`1 q,x“α,7,r

` ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ `1 and if ` P L0 then A1 includes the autonomous transition: `0 ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
`1 .
The quadratic factor is mainly due to the substitution of |L| formulas by at least |E| formulas.
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đ
§ Proposition 23. There exists an algorithm operating in exponential time that takes as
nc
nar
rc
1
na
nc
nar
input A P Ag (resp. Ana
, Arc )
g , Ag , Ag , Ag ) and outputs A P A (resp. A , A , A
1
with LpA q “ LpAq.
Proof. Given ` P L, let ϕ`1 , . . . ϕ`n` be the formulas of entering guards of transitions incoming `
and exiting guards of transitions outgoing `. Then L1 “ tx`, Iy | ` P L^I Ď t1, . . . , n` uuYt`˚f u
where `˚f is the final state (fulfilling the requirements of a DTA in A) and for all x`, Iy,
Ź
Ź
Λpx`, Iyq “ iPI ϕ`i ^ iRI ϕ`i .
1

ϕ`i ,γ,B,r,ϕ`1

i
For all synchronized transition ` ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
`1 in A1 and all I, I 1 such that i P I and i1 P I 1 ,
γ,B,r
A1 includes the synchronized transition: x`, Iy ÝÝÝÑ x`1 , I 1 y.

ϕ` ,x“α,7,r

For all autonomous transition ` ÝÝiÝÝÝÝÝÑ `1 in A and all I, I 1 such that i P I and i1 P I 1
1
x“α,7,r
with ϕ`i “ ϕ`i1 , A1 includes the autonomous transition: x`, Iy ÝÝÝÝÝÑ x`1 , I 1 y.
J,Act,H

For all x`f , Iy, there is a transition x`f , Iy ÝÝÝÝÝÑ `˚f .
đ
§ Proposition 24. There exists a family of automata tAn unPN in Ana
g such that the size of
An belongs to Opn logpnqq and for all A P A with LpAq “ LpAn q the number of its locations
is at least 2n ´ 1.
Proof. Consider the automaton An described below.
p1 , a1
..
.
pn , an
This automaton accepts timed paths whose first action may be ai only if the initial state
fullfills pi . Consider in A the locations reached at time 0 by the runs before the first action
is performed. At least 2n ´ 1 initial valuations must reach such a location. Assume that A
has less than 2n ´ 1 locations. Then two initial valuations reach the same location. Let pi be
some proposition on which they differ. Thus there exists a initial valuation v with vppi q “ K
such that a timed path starting with ai is accepted which yields a contradiction.
đ

6.4

nar
na
Arc
„L Anc
g „L A g
g „L A g

§ Proposition 25. There exists an algorithm operating in exponential time that takes as input
1
nar
A P Arc
with LpA1 q “ LpAq.
g and outputs A P Ag
2
There exists a family tAn unPN in Arc
g such that the size of An belongs to Opn q and for all
nar
n
A P Ag with LpAq “ LpAn q, p|Aut| ` 1q|Synch| ě 2 .
Proof. Here we only exhibit the family tAn unPN . Given An described below, the proof is
done as the one of Proposition 15.
0Ó
p2 , 2Ó
0Ó
pn , 2n´1Ó
p1 , 1Ó
¨¨¨
p1 , 0Ó

0Ó

p2 , 0Ó

pn , 0Ó

0Ó
đ
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x “ α, p ^ q `1
p, p
x “ α, p ^ q

α ă x ă β, p ^ q
α ă x ă β, q
α ă x ă β, p ^ q

p ^ q, α
x “ α, p ^ q `0
p ^ q, α

x “ α, p ^ q `2

`3

`f
α ă x ă β, q

xąα

Figure 4 A DTA specification of pUsα,βr q with α ą 0.

Application of Proposition 27.
The DTA with boolean guards of Figure 4 illustrates how to specify the temporal formula
pUsα,βr q with a DTA A P Anc
g . Observe that in the interval r0, αr, the current location can
only be `0 with the additional requirement that if an action occurs then p has to be fullfilled
inside the whole interval. At time α, the current location can only be `1 or `2 depending on
the truth value of q and with the guarantee that p holds in the interval r0, αs. Considering
the first action that occurs after α, there are three possible cases: (1) either p ^ q was satisfied
and the formula is satisfied, (2)either p ^ q was satisfied, q is now satisfied and the action
occurs before β and so the formula is satisfied (3) or p ^ q was satisfied and is still satisfied
and the action occurs before β and so there is the same possibility to satisfy the formula
represented by location `3 .
Figure 5 depicts the DTA A1 P Ana
g obtained by applying the transformation of Proposinc
tion 27 to the DTA A P Ag depicted in Figure 4. W.r.t. the defined transformation, we have
done some simplifications. Since `1 and `2 can only be entered at time α there is no need to
duplicate them. Since `3 can only be entered in interval sα, βr there is no need to duplicate
it. In addition we have merged x`0 , 0y and x`0 , s0, αry since their outgoing transitions are
identical (up to the merging). We have also omitted locations that cannot reach the final
location.
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x “ α, p ^ q
`1

α ă x ă β, q
α ă x ă β, p ^ q
p, x ă α, p

x “ α, p ^ q

p, x “ α, p ^ q
x “ α, p ^ q `0
p, x “ α, p ^ q

α ă x ă β, p ^ q
`3

α ă x ă β, p ^ q

`f
α ă x ă β, q

p ^ q, α ă x ă β, q
p ^ q, x ą α
`2
x “ α, p ^ q
Figure 5 Another DTA specification of pUsα,βr q with α ą 0.
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